The 40 Hz modulation-following response: prediction of low-frequency uncomfortable loudness levels in normally hearing adults.
Preliminary investigations have been made in normally hearing alert adults to establish whether the 40 Hz modulation-following response (MFR) can be used to predict 400 Hz uncomfortable loudness levels (ULLs). The MFR stimulus was a 400 Hz carrier, amplitude- and frequency-modulated by a 40 Hz sine function. Subjective ULLs were obtained using standard procedures. Objective ULLs were obtained from MFR parameter intensity functions using rms amplitude, phase angle and magnitude-squared coherence (40 Hz components). The best predictions of the subjective ULL were made using objective ULLs calculated from the gradients of linear best-fit lines for individual phase-intensity functions (80 per cent predicted within 10 dB of the subjective ULL; maximum deviation=16 dB). Poorest predictions were based on inter-subject average rms amplitude-intensity functions, where as few as 14 per cent were within 10 dB of the subjective value. The best predictions were considered sufficiently accurate to warrant further investigation using a variety of modulation and carrier frequencies in different age groups and with varying degrees of hearing loss.